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Abstract

Within the sheet metal industry, different shear cutting technologies are
commonly used in several processing steps, e.g. in cut to length lines, slit-
ting lines, end cropping etc. Shearing has speed and cost advantages over
competing cutting methods like laser and plasma cutting, but involves large
forces on the equipment and large strains in the sheet material.

Numerical models to predict forces and sheared edge geometry for differ-
ent sheet metal grades and different shear parameter set-ups are desirable.
For new sheet metal grades, numerical shear models are efficient for find-
ing appropriate shear parameters without the need for time consuming and
expensive live tests in the production. In order to allow for validation of
numerical models, accurate experimental data is wanted.

Many industrial equipments for shearing give some measure of applied
force, but due to machinery friction losses, measured forces are always
higher than the forces acting on the sheet. Shearing also generates a force
that attempts to separate the two shear tools with changed shear conditions
through increased clearance between the shear tools as result. Clearance is
also the most common shear parameter to adjust, depending on material
grade and sheet thickness, in order to moderate the required force and to
control the final sheared edge geometry.

Sheared edges have four characteristic zones, rollover, shear, fracture
and burr zones. Burrs and rough fracture zones complicate the following
processing through inadequate tolerances that may imply additional ma-
chining and sharp edges that may damage equipment or even cause injuries.

Well defined shears and accurate measurements are important for the
understanding of shear parameters. In this work, an experimental pro-
cedure with high measurability and consistent and predictable output, is
designed, built and evaluated. Important shear parameters and demands
on the experimental set-up are identified in a perturbation analysis per-
formed with use of finite element method.
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Considering the perturbation analyses results, experimental set-up re-
quirements are formulated. Based on magnitude of the force changes ob-
tained as result of perturbed input parameters in the analyses, force mea-
surements with one percent accuracy are considered necessary. Since a
clearance change of one percentage point results in approximately one per-
cent change in forces, the target experimental clearance stability is an order
of magnitude lower, i.e. the clearance should remain within 0.1 % or 5 μm
at the sheet thicknesses sheared.

With respect to high clearance stability and accurate force measure-
ments, a symmetric experiment with two simultaneous shears and internal
balancing of forces attempting to separate the shear tools, is constructed.
Besides a stable clearance, the experiment features high accuracy force
measurements without external friction losses through 20 strain gauges
mounted on the set-up.

Since clearance and clamping of the sheet are identified as important
to the shear results, these parameters are selected for further experimental
studies through shearing of three material grades with various strength.
Judging by the result, shear tool penetration before fracture decreases with
increased material strength. When one side of the sheet is left unclamped
and free to move, the required shear force decreases but instead the force
attempting to separate the two shear tools increase. Further, the maximum
shear force increases and the rollover decreases with decreased clearance.
In general terms, results from the study are promising for use in validation
of numerical shear models.
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This thesis has the following two appended papers:

Paper A

E. Gustafsson, A. Jansson and M. Oldenburg, “Design and validation of a
sheet metal shearing experimental procedure”, To be submitted for journal
publication.

Paper B

E. Gustafsson, A. Jansson and M. Oldenburg, “Experimental study on the
effects of clearance and clamping in sheet metal shearing”, To be submitted
for journal publication.
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Chapter 1

Thesis Introduction

1.1 Background
Within the sheet metal industry, different shear cutting technologies are
commonly used in several processing steps, e.g. in cut to length lines, slit-
ting lines, end cropping etc. Shearing has speed and cost advantages over
competing methods like laser and plasma cutting, but involves large forces
on equipment and large strains in the sheet material. Depending on mate-
rial grade and sheet thickness, the shear process is commonly adjusted in
order to moderate the required force and to control the final sheared edge
geometry. Industrial shears may include some force measurement possi-
bilities, but the force is most likely influenced by friction losses between
shear tool and point of measurement, and thus not showing the actual
force applied to the sheet.

Well defined shears and accurate measurements of force and shear tool
position are important for understanding the influence of shear parame-
ters. Accurate experimental data is also wanted for validation of numerical
shear models. With reliable numerical shear models, the appropriate shear
parameters for new sheet metal grades can be found without the need for
time consuming and expensive live tests in the production.

With the purpose to identify appropriate shear parameters, effective
shearing and quality of the sheared edges must be defined. Here, sheared
edges are characterized from geometry, but accumulated plastic strain,
stress history and micro cracks in the edge are likely important for the
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2 Thesis Introduction

sheared edge properties. This work focuses on providing the tools needed
in further work against a quality definition, and thus the quality definitions
are consciously avoided.

1.2 Objective and scope
Based on the need for well defined experiments and accurate experimental
data for model validation, the research question is formulated as: “What
are the requirements on an experimental shear cutting procedure to allow
accurate high sensitivity studies of small process parameter variations?”.

This work aims to develop a procedure for experimental evaluation of
shearing and includes the design, build and evaluation of an experimen-
tal set-up with high measurability and consistent and predictable output.
Finally, three material grades, representative for low, medium and high
strength steels, are selected for the study of clearance and clamp configu-
ration, two shear parameters identified as important to the shear process.



Chapter 2

Shear cutting of sheet metal

2.1 Shearing in general

Shearing is a process for mechanical straight cutting of sheet metal without
chip formation between two, against each other, moving tools. After the
tools are in contact with the sheet, penetration starts and the sheet mate-
rial experiences high shear stresses and ultimately failure. After a plastic
penetration into the sheet, cracks will start and propagate from both tools.
Depending on sheet material properties and shear settings, the amount of
plasticity and penetration before crack initiation will vary. [1]

Shearing is most commonly used to produce rectangular shapes and
the sheared pieces of sheet metal generally have high tolerances and are
used without further machining. Material waste and energy consumption
in shearing are low compared to chip forming cutting and melting cutting.
The work required for shearing are commonly applied either manual, me-
chanical, hydraulic or pneumatic, where the manual and pneumatic types
are used for lighter shearing. High production rate is featured by the me-
chanically eccentric shears but the hydraulic shears are more flexible and
adjustable. [1]

3



4 Shear cutting of sheet metal

Figure 2.1: Schematic 3D representation of shear geometry with definition of the
coordinate system used.

2.2 Shear geometry
Fundamental shear geometry is represented in figures 2.1 and 2.3, where the
sheet metal is sheared between two shear tools and held in place by clamps.
Here, the geometric properties defined are sheet thickness h, clearance c
and shear tool radius r. Shearing of wide sheet strips generally includes
the rake angle, created by rotation of one shear tool around the x-axis in
figure 2.1. Use of rake angles limits contact length and forces but induces
additional strains in the sheared material. With more three dimensional
strain state, distortion of the sheared piece may occur. To minimize the
strains, thorough clamping of the sheet as close as possible to the shear
tools is important. [2, 3]

In general, existing shear settings effect the sheared edge geometry,
which in turn is important for aesthetics, sharpness and the tendency to
initiate cracks. Sheared edges have four characteristic zones [4] i.e. rollover,
shear, fracture and burr zones, figure 2.2. Rollover and shear zones arise
from the plastic deformation of the sheet when penetrated by the shear
tools, while the appearance of fracture and burr zones are determined by
the crack propagation characteristics during fracture. Specific for shearing
of high strength steel, are a small shear zone and large fracture zone. Burrs
and rough fracture zones complicate the following processing through in-
adequate tolerances that may imply additional machining and sharp edges
that may damage equipment or even cause injuries. Moreover, edge defects
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Figure 2.2: Sheared edge characteristic zones shown on sheet cross-section.

serve as initiation spots for cracks in later processing steps. Characteriza-
tion of sheared edges from sheet metal trimming is discussed in [5], where a
method for post shear strain evaluation through analyses of sheet edge mi-
cro structure, is developed. Further, sub-cracks in the sheared edge surface
were observed.

Within most shear processes, the clearance between shear tools is usu-
ally adjusted along with changed sheet metal grade or thickness, and is
generally specified relative the sheet thickness. Clearance and clamping
have large impact on the sheared edge geometry. Ideally, cracks will start
from each tool radius and meet inside the sheet. Depending on size of the
fracture zone and the materials desired crack propagation angle, clearance is
adjusted for the cracks to meet without overlap [6, 2]. Experimental studies
on blanking suggest 10 % clearance to minimize the required force and tool
wear [7]. Observations in sheet metal trimming show that both rollover and
burr increases with greater clearance, especially when approaching 20 % [8].



6 Shear cutting of sheet metal

Figure 2.3: Schematic representation of the shear geometry and boundary condi-
tions. Here, the moving shear tool and corresponding clamp have the same velocity
v in the y-direction. Forces exerted on the moving tool as result of the velocity v
are Fy and Fx. Definitions of sheet thickness h, clearance c and shear tool radius
r are shown in the magnified area.



Chapter 3

Applied measurement techniques

3.1 Strain gauges
Strain gauges are used for strain measurements on surfaces and are based on
resistive change in thin conducting, usually metallic, films. Large resistance
change and compact physical size of the gauge are achieved through a
serpentine form of the conducting film, whereby a small length change of
the substrate gives a large conducting path length change, figure 3.1. When
the gauge is correctly mounted/glued on a prepared smooth surface, strains
are transfered ideally to the gauge. In its simplest form, the gauge measures
strain in the direction along the thin film paths and over the active length.
Applied to a known material and geometry, the results from strain gauge
measurements can be interpreted as stress or force. [9, 10]

Modern strain gauges are highly linear over strain and temperature. An
order of magnitude of 10−3, or one millistrain, is considered the maximum
safe strain for most gauges. The relation between resistance change and
length change is called the gauge factor, commonly around two, and defined
as

KGF = ΔR/R

Δl/l
(3.1)

where ΔR is the resistance change, R is the undeformed gage resistance, Δl
is the length change and l is the undeformed length. Further, the resistance
change from temperature are in the order of magnitude 10−4 K−1, and

7



8 Applied measurement techniques

Figure 3.1: Simple uniaxial strain gauge with conducting path and alignment
marks shown on the substrate.

hence the resistance change from a one kelvin temperature change equals
that from a 50×10−6 change in strain. Therefore, constant or compensated
temperature during measurements are important. [9, 10]

3.2 Wheatstone bridge
Small resistance changes, are preferably measured with a Wheatstone
bridge, composed of two voltage dividers with the same input UEX , fig-
ure 3.2. When the ratio of the two voltage dividers, R1 to R2 and R3 to
R4, are the same, the bridge is balanced and voltage U between the two
outputs are zero. For any resistances in the bridge, the output voltage is

U

UEX
= R1

R1 + R2
− R3

R3 + R4

where UEX is the applied excitation voltage. With three known high pre-
cision resistors in the bridge, the fourth resistor value can be determined
with high accuracy by simple voltage measurements. Now, suppose that
all resistances can change and result in a voltage change ΔU according to

U + ΔU

UEX
= R1 + ΔR1

R1 + ΔR1 + R2 + ΔR2
− R3 + ΔR3

R3 + ΔR3 + R4 + ΔR4

and further that R1 = R2 = R3 = R4 = R and all resistance changes
are small, i.e. second order terms neglected. The voltage change is than
simplified to

ΔU

UEX
≈ ΔR1 − ΔR2 + ΔR3 − ΔR4

4R
(3.2)
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Figure 3.2: Wheatstone bridge.

and is valid for resistance changes of a few percent, an order of magnitude
higher than expected from strain gauges. [10]

For strain gauge measurements, several bridge connections are possible.
One, two or four gauges can be connected in what is called quarter bridge,
half bridge and full bridge connections respectively. The remaining bridge
positions are filled with fixed resistors. Most straight forward is the quarter
bridge connection, with three fixed resistors and one strain gauge in the
bridge, figure 3.3a. From equations (3.2) and (3.1), quarter bridge voltage
is written

ΔU

UEX
= 1

4KGF ε

where ε = Δl/l is the strain. Half bridges are common in two different
configurations, either R1 and R2 or R1 and R4 are substituted with strain
gauges, figure 3.3c and d. Depending on how the gauges are mounted on
the object to measure, there are possibilities to cancel bending or uniaxial
strain and double the output signal. With the type 1 configuration, fig-
ure 3.3c, thermal effects are canceled. Sometimes the type 2 half bridge is
convenient for single gauge measurements where the second gauge is placed
on a dummy object for thermal compensation. Finally, the full bridge with
gauges an all four bridge positions, are always thermal compensated and
have up to four times the quarter bridge signal output. Like the half bridge,
a full bridge can cancel bending or uniaxial strains. For the not temper-
ature compensated configurations, a three wire gauge connection will still
allow cancellation of thermal effects on lead-wires, figure 3.4. [10]
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Figure 3.3: Common Wheatstone bridge connections for strain gauge measure-
ments. Shown bridges are, quarter bridge in (a), full bridge in (b), half bridge of
type 1 in (c) and half bridge of type 2 in (d).

Figure 3.4: Quarter bridge with three wire gauge connection and shunt resistor.
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Figure 3.4 shows a shunt resistance RS , that can be switched in parallel
to the strain gauge. Connection of the shunt resistor produces a simulated
strain used for calibration of the measurement circuit. Any proportional
deviation after the gauge is compensated for with a shunt calibration. The
shunt resistor value RS should be chosen to produce a simulated strain
with the same order of magnitude as the expected physical strains, but a
value 103 times the gauge resistance is common. When connected parallel
to a strain gauge with the resistance R, the resistance change is ΔR =
RRS/ (R + RS) − R or

ΔR

R
= −R

R + RS

which together with equation (3.1) gives the shunt strain

εS = Δl

l
= −R

KGF (R + RS)

for the calibration.

3.3 Signal conditioning

Ideally, the Wheatstone bridge unbalance voltage is measured with an in-
finite input impedance circuit. Infinite input impedance is part of the def-
inition of an ideal operational amplifier (op-amp). However, the resistors
required to control the voltage gain in a differential op-amp connection, re-
sult in significantly lower input impedance. The solution to the impedance
problem is called instrumentation amplifier and is made of three op-amps,
where the two first act as buffers and the last one converts the differential
signal to single-ended, figure 3.5. In addition to high input impedance, an
attractive property of the instrumentation amplifier is high common mode
rejection ratio (CMRR). As shown in figure 3.5, each input is connected
directly to the high impedance non-inverting input of the first op-amps.
Through the negative feedback resistances RA and RG, gain changes are
allowed with a single resistor. Changing gain with the single RG resistance
is convenient as every other resistor pairs RA, RB and RC need to be closely
matched for a high CMRR. For the complete instrumentation amplifier, the
voltage gain is

AV =
(

1 + 2RA

RG

)
RC

RB
= U3

U2 − U1
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Figure 3.5: Instrumentation amplifier circuit.

where the output voltage U3, input voltages U1, U2 and resistances are
defined in figure 3.5. [9]

Most of the time, the amplified signals contain noise at high frequencies
received from interferences in the surrounding environment. When the
signal of interest has comparably low frequency, low-pass filters are effective
in removing the noise. Low-pass filters are used in different configurations,
where the first order active filter, figure 3.6, is the most simple. Fed with
a low impedance source compared to R1, the complex transfer function of
the filter is

Uout

Uin
= −R2

R1

1
1 + jωR2C

where the minus sign origins from the inverting connection. The cutoff
frequency for the filter is ωc = 1/R2C, at which the input is attenuated
by 3 dB. Around the cutoff frequency, attenuation constitutes of a smooth
transition between no attenuation at low frequencies and a 6 dB per octave
or 20 dB per decade at high frequencies. Selecting R1 = R2 yields unity
gain at low frequencies. [9]

3.4 Sampling
Generally, the measured signals are sampled in time for digital storage
and post-processing. The sampled signal is a discrete representation of the
original continuous signal. When sampling, the sampling frequency should
be selected to catch all information required to reconstruct the original
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Figure 3.6: First order low-pass filter.

analog signal. Frequencies above half the sampling frequency (the Nyqvist
frequency), cannot be reproduced and will also cause aliasing errors, i.e.
they are misinterpreted as lower frequencies. Therefore, low-pass filtering
of all unknown signals before sampling are important.

3.5 Digital image correlation

Digital image correlation is a technique for analyzing image changes and
obtaining an optical measurement of the displacement field. Anything with
random patterns/speckles can be analyzed and thus the method has a wide
range of applications. Analyses of objects without inherent irregularities,
are still possible with holographic laser speckles or with painted speckle
patterns for use with white light photography. White light speckle photog-
raphy and digital image correlation analyses are independent of physical
dimensions and can measure displacements of any magnitude as long as
the speckles in the captured images have the appropriate size of a few
pixels. Originally, the technique was used to measure in-plane displace-
ments, but the extension to three dimensional measurements, including
the out-of-plane displacement component, are possible with stereographic
photography. [11, 12]

With digital speckle correlation, the displacements are measured on
sub-pixel level and not limited to the pixel size. The correlation is based
on pixel intensity comparison between two images and are generally made
in Fourier space where phase shift properties accounts the sub-pixel dis-
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placements. Each displacement vector in the field, results from correlation
of local interrogation areas, large enough to be recognizable between the
captured images. [11, 12]



Chapter 4

Material characterization

4.1 Sheet materials

Sheet materials used in the study are the three SSAB steel grades
Domex 420, Hardox 400 and SUB 280. Domex 420 is a medium strength
construction steel, Hardox 400 a high strength wear plate steel and SUB 280
a mild strength steel, table 4.1. Mechanical properties are obtained from
uniaxial tensile tests, while sheet thickness is measured on the actual sam-
ples sheared. It should be noticed that the final SUB 280 product is cold
rolled while the sheet used here are taken before the cold rolling and have
different mechanical properties and thickness compared to the market prod-
uct.

Table 4.1: Properties for sheet metal grades used in experimental evaluation. Here,
the sheet metal grade called SUB 280 is not the final product, but taken before
cold rolling.

Property Domex 420 Hardox 400 SUB 280

Yield strength, Rp02 [MPa] 450 1080 210
Tensile strength, Rm [MPa] 520 1260 300

Elongation, A80 [%] 25 7 40
Thickness [mm] 4.95 ± 0.05 6.08 ± 0.01 5.83 ± 0.05

15



16 Material characterization

4.2 Compression test
Since sheared materials are subject to large strains, a conventional tensile
test for material characterization is insufficient. In adherent work, the ma-
terials are characterized to large strains with uniaxial compression tests.
Cylindrically shaped samples are used for their high symmetry that sim-
plifies the calculations. Large length to diameter ratios are beneficial for
lowering effects of barreling caused by friction in the sample to tool con-
tacts, but maintaining the ratio below two will avoid adverse deformation
modes e.g. buckling and shearing. With friction and barreling, the defor-
mation is no longer homogeneous. Instead, cone formed zones with low
deformation extends from both contact surfaces and are surrounded by a
hourglass formed zone with large shear deformations. [13]

Before construction of the compression test rig, some possible sources
of errors were studied with FE simulations. Thorough centered and po-
sitioned samples are important to avoid skew compression and resulting
inhomogeneous plasticity and underestimated stress. Skew compression is
simulated with an added radial displacement of 0.3 times the axial displace-
ment, figure 4.1. At moderate strains, i.e. a normalized displacement of 0.3,
the error stays below 2 %. Further, effects of errors in parallelism between
the compression tools are studied. Figure 4.1 shows the force curve from
a simulation with one degree error in parallelism. With the exception of
the initial rounding of the curve when the contact area and system stiffness
increases, the error is rendered as a shift error in displacement.

Increasing the friction coefficient in the sample to tool contact increases
the amount of barreling. Figure 4.2 shows force results from FE-simulations
at different friction conditions. The frictionless compression results in ho-
mogeneous deformation with a throughout cylindrically shaped sample. In
the used interval and at a friction coefficient of 0.1, errors as result of
barreling are below 1 % compared to the frictionless case.

Based upon the compression test study, a set-up according to figure 4.3
are built in a Shimadzu universal material tester. Cylindrical samples,
4.5 mm in diameter and 8.0 mm long, processed in the sheets x- and z-
directions as defined in figure 2.1, constitute the test samples. The com-
pression tests are assumed quasi static and the effects of barreling are ne-
glected, i.e. samples are assumed to deform cylindrically. Low friction is
assured with polished and grease lubricated hard metal plate tools. In all
tests, the compression velocity v equals 0.01 mm s−1 and the system force F
is measured with a 100 kN load cell. In order to rescale the driving velocity
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Figure 4.1: Study of effects of unsymmetrical conditions during compression tests.
The displacement is normalized against initial sample length.

Figure 4.2: Study of effects of friction coefficient during compression tests. The
displacement is normalized against initial sample length.
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Figure 4.3: Schematic representation of compression test set-up where the process
is driven by the velocity v and the system force F is measured with a load cell.
Machine stiffness is labeled k.

to actual sample compression velocity and accumulated displacement, the
machine stiffness k is measured and approximated linear for the entire load
interval.

In the current compression tests, no skew compression is detected and
the amount of barreling is in accordance with the simulations. With least
squares regression, the acquired material compression test data is used to
fit Hollomon’s material parameters. Best fit for Domex 420 is achieved
with the coefficient K equal to 923 MPa and the exponent n equal to 0.158,
figure 4.4.
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Figure 4.4: The Domex 420 stress-strain relation calculated with the assumptions
of constant volume and throughout cylindrical sample together with the fitted
Hollomon function.
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Chapter 5

Experimental set-up design

5.1 Perturbation analysis

Before the experimental set-up is constructed, tolerances and needed mea-
surement precision must be defined and quantified. Relevant input pa-
rameters for further studies of the shear process are determined through
consideration of measurability and reasonable input variations. Geomet-
ric dimensional limitations in the lab experiment, restrict the sheet size to
narrow strips and thus rake angle is irrelevant.

Shear processes can be represented by the block diagram in figure 5.1,
where input and output parameters are listed. Geometric input param-
eters and output forces are defined in figure 2.3. Material and contact
properties are also input parameters considered, and the FE-simulations
themselves add additional input parameters like mesh, mass scaling and
other nonphysical parameters.

Primarily, the simulations are evaluated through resultant forces on
tools, but the sheet material strain field is also considered although repre-
senting a more subjective quantity, hard to quantify.

21



22 Experimental set-up design

Figure 5.1: Block representation of the shear process, listing input and output
parameters.

5.2 Finite element model
During the design phase, finite element (FE) simulations performed with
LS-DYNA1 are used frequently for perturbation analyses of characteristic
sheering and also dimensioning of the experimental set-up. All the FE
perturbation analyses utilize a 2D plane strain model with geometry and
boundary conditions according to figure 2.3. With parallel tools and large
sheet width to thickness ratio, plane strain is assumed to be representative
for the process. Sheet and tools are coarsely meshed except in vicinity of
the tool radius, where the mesh is denser in order to dissolve the shear tool
radius itself and gradients in state variables, figures 5.2 and 5.3. All plane
strain elements are four-noded and fully integrated. Adaptive remeshing of
the plastic deformed zone is applied to prevent severe element distortion.
Contacts are modeled with 2D surface to surface formulation and, except
for the friction study, the assumed friction coefficient is 0.1 concerning

1LS-DYNA is a commercial general-purpose finite element program by Livermore
Software Technology Corporation (LSTC)
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Figure 5.2: The undeformed mesh for sheet, shear tools and clamps.

both static and dynamic friction. The tools are considered elastic while an
isotropic elastic/plastic material with Hollomon’s exponential hardening
law, is assumed constitutive for the sheet metal. Hollomon’s hardening law
[14] states the yield stress as σY = Kε̄n

p , where ε̄p is the effective plastic
strain and K and n are material specific parameters. Poisson’s ratio equal
to 0.3 and Young’s modulus equal to 210 GPa are used as elastic parameters
for all materials.

All simulations are displacement controlled. Except for the veloc-
ity study, all perturbation analyses are run at constant acceleration of
100 mm s−2. Besides the numerical advantages of avoiding steps in veloc-
ity, the constant acceleration is anticipated to coincide rather well with the
experimental conditions, where the shears are driven by a hydraulic press.
The final validating simulations of experiments, target the true experimen-
tal conditions and thus experimentally measured displacements as function
of time are used as input. For the current purpose of describing the plastic
phase of the shearing, modeling of fracture is not needed and all simulations
are terminated at a specified shear tool displacement. Every part of the
model is approached with the concept of overall balance. Refinements are
made where necessary, e.g. the remeshing was added to allow simulation of
large penetrations.
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Figure 5.3: Close-up figure of the mesh for shear tool radii and sheet shear area.

Although the 2D-models have a manageable (around 104) number of
elements, a small explicit time step in the smallest elements, makes mass
scaling necessary for a realistic simulation run time. Adding nonphysical
mass decreases the wave velocity and makes the simulation sensitive to
step velocity transients. With moderate accelerations, the effects of mass
scaling are negligible.

5.3 Characteristic shear simulations
Typically, the force-displacement curves from shear simulations show an
initially linear force rise when the sheet deformation is mostly elastic with
small plastic deformations close to the tool radius. Next, comes a gradual
level out of forces when plastic zones grow inwards from both tools and form
a continuous plastic shear zone through the sheet. After the formation of
throughout plastic shear zones, the force curve shapes are largely dependent
on material hardening.

To summarize the perturbation analyses, clearance is an important pa-
rameter that influences forces already at small changes with an increased
maximum y-force as clearance decreases. Clamping drastically changes the
shear conditions and higher y-force and lower x-force when cutting with
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one or both strip ends clamped, as compared to one, are distinct. Also the
friction coefficient has large impact on the forces, where increased x-force
with increased friction coefficient is the most obvious. While the y-force is
proportional to sheet thickness, the x-force effects are more complex and
decreases with increased sheet thickness at large penetrations. Further, the
y-force is insensitive to tool radius change, while increased radius increases
the x-force. A study of the flow stress model, show that the y-force is most
dependent on small strain flow stress at small penetrations and most de-
pendent on large strain flow stress at large penetrations. Although changes
to element size results in strain gradient changes close to the contact be-
tween sheet metal and shear tool radius, effects on forces are negligible as
long as tool radii are resolved.

5.4 Construction

Considering the perturbation analyses results, experimental set-up require-
ments are formulated. Based on magnitude of the force changes obtained
as result of perturbed input parameters in the analyses, force measure-
ments with one percents accuracy are considered necessary. Since a clear-
ance change of one percentage point results in approximately one percent
change in forces, the target experimental clearance stability is an order of
magnitude lower, i.e. the clearance should remain within 0.1 % or 5 μm at
the sheet thicknesses sheared. Likewise, analyses with perturbed shear tool
radius suggests a target radius variation of a few micrometers.

Clearance stability and accuracy in force measurements are identified
as weaknesses in most experimental shearing. Wise use of sliding guides
can accomplish sufficient clearance stability, but guides are always associ-
ated with friction losses and will impinge the force measurements. With
sliding guides disqualified, internal cancellation of x-forces with symmetry,
is the viable solution identified. Hence, a symmetric experimental set-up,
figure 5.4, has been designed and built. The constructed symmetric set-
up uses four shear tools, where forces are measured on the inner two and
clearance is changed with shims behind the two outer. Analogies to blank-
ing are seen if the outer shear tools are considered the die and the inner
shear tools the punch. For simplicity, consider a rectangular punch and
die configuration with a sheet strip across. Some stiffness and clearance
stability are sacrificed when the two inner tools are separated and a strut
is inserted to allow measurement of x-force. However, the x-force is im-
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Figure 5.4: Schematic front view of the experimental set-up showing strain gauge
positions as black squares. Sheet strips are clamped on both sides.

portant in shearing and of interest to measure. The y-forces are measured
in the pipes above respectively inner shear tool. All cross section areas of
the pipes and the strut are dimensioned as a compromise between safety
against plasticity, high strain measurability and low elastic shortening of
the strut. Based on the y-force to x-force ratio received in the perturba-
tion analyses, iterative FE-simulations of the experimental set-up are used
for positioning the tools relative to pipes and strut, where the forces are
balanced and pipe bending avoided.

Shear tools made of Vanadis 4 Extra2 are prepared with 220 ± 5 μm ra-
dius and thereafter polished. The radius is verified through measurements
with an optical profilometer. During shearing, the tool surfaces are plenti-
fully lubricated with grease3, in order to achieve consistent and repeatable
contact conditions.

2Powder metallurgical cold work tool steel, produced by Uddeholms AB
3Shell Nerita Grease HV, industrial grease with zinc additives
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5.5 Measuring equipment
Absence of external contacts in the elaborated experimental set-up, enables
accurate measurement of forces without interfering friction, through strain
gauge measurements on the pipes and the strut respectively. The y-forces is
measured individually for the two symmetry sides, while the x-force is equal
by design. With high length to cross section ratio for the pipes and the
strut, linear cross section stress distributions according to Saint-Venant’s
principle are ensured. Regarding the strut, high length to cross section
ratio is achieved through introduction of gaps, see figure 5.4, resulting in
four beam-like parts with equal and square cross sections. FE-simulations
confirm a linear stress distribution over the pipes and strut cross sections
that is important for later strain measurements and calculations. Long
pipes also imply less than 1 % of the total x-force absorbed by pipes in
cantilever mode.

Both pipes are equipped with strain gauges rotated 120 degrees to each
other, illustrated in figure 5.4 and 5.5. Quarter bridges, figure 5.6, and
sampling to separate channels allow bending estimation in addition to
mean normal strain measurement. With respect to quantities defined in
figure 5.5, the strain in each of the three gauges are composed of a nor-
mal component εN , and two bending components εx and εz from bending
around the x- and z-axis respectively. Further, a geometric approach yield⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

ε1 = εN + εx
1 + εz

1 = εN + εz

ε2 = εN + εx
2 + εz

2 = εN +
√

3
2 εx − 1

2εz

ε3 = εN + εx
3 + εz

3 = εN −
√

3
2 εx − 1

2εz

which can be rewritten to obtain the normal strain as

εN = 1
3 (ε1 + ε2 + ε3)

and the outer fiber pipe strains from bending as
⎧⎪⎨
⎪⎩

εx = 1√
3

(ε2 − ε3)

εz = 1
3 (2ε1 − ε2 − ε3)

respectively. Similarly, the axial strut strain

εS = 1
4

(
εN

1 + εN
2 + εN

3 + εN
4

)
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Figure 5.5: Definitions of pipe gauge positions and pipe strains. The three gauges,
shown as squares, are separated 120 degrees from each other and gauge number
one are aligned to the x-axis.

where εN
1 , εN

2 , εN
3 and εN

4 are half bridge bending compensated normal
strains from opposite facing gages on each of the struts four quadratic
cross sections.

Through use of custom built bridges and shunt calibration unit with
relays, the shunt resistors RS are connected simultaneously for all bridges
and channels. Signal shunting is invoked short before and after each shear.
Since the process of mounting and clamping the sheet strips takes time,
strain levels are zeroed after fracture to decrease effects of a possible tem-
perature drift.

Kyowa KFG-5-120-C1-11L5M3R strain gauges with effective length of
5 mm, resistance of 120 Ω and a gauge factor of 2, are used throughout.
Signal conditioning are made with a National Instruments SC-2345 carrier
equipped with two SCC-SG24 and six SCC-SG01 modules. Both module
types include an instrumentation amplifier with a fixed gain of 100 and
a single-pole RC low-pass filter at 1.6 kHz. The SCC-SG24 modules have
differential inputs for external bridges, while the SCC-SG01 modules have
internal bridges for connection of a single gauge in quarter bridge config-
uration. Finally, the signals are sampled at 600 Hz with a NI DAQ Card
6036E.

Although the experimental set-up features stable clearance during the
shear process, the present clearance change is optically tracked with a high
speed camera and digital speckle correlation of the tools end surfaces. With
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Figure 5.6: Wheatstone bridges used in strain gauge measurements. Half bridges
are used for the strut and quarter bridges for the pipes.

a high resolution camera, the same method can measure surface deforma-
tions on the sheets lengthwise edge. Therefore, sheet visibility were consid-
ered in the experiment design. Here, the camera used is IDT MotionPro
X3 PLUS with Nikkor 85 mm 1:1.8D objective and images are acquired at
300 Hz with 120 μs exposure time.
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Chapter 6

Experimental shearing

6.1 Results

According to the perturbation analyses performed in the design phase,
clamping and clearance are two of the most important shear parameters.
Here, the effects of clearance and clamping variations are evaluated through
shearing of three different sheet materials with two clamping configurations
and two or three different clearances, depending on material grade. Clear-
ances are chosen in the region of production standard clearance for each
individual material and with rather large steps, in the range 50–100 %. All
marked combinations in table 6.1 are sheared in both the dual clamped
configuration as shown in figure 5.4 and the single clamped configuration
with the outer clamps removed. In addition to measured forces, measure-
ments of the characteristic sheared edge zones defined in figure 2.2, are
used to evaluate effects of the studied parameters.

Captured and subsequently processed high speed image data from ex-
periments, gives the displacement vector field as x- and y-components rel-
ative the initial position, figure 6.1. Further, the shear tool displacements
are divided in tool mass center x- and y-translations and rotation around
the z-axis. As the strut elastic length change is typically 2 μm under load,
x-translations are mostly rigid body displacement of the two inner shear
tools relative the two outer. Consequently, displacements of the tool radii
are a function of the mass center translation and rotation, where the lat-
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Table 6.1: Matrix of experimental study. All marked combinations are sheared
with clamp on one and both sides.

Clearance [μm] Domex 420 Hardox 400 SUB 280

350 7.07 %
420 7.20 %
640 12.9 % 10.5 % 11.0 %
1070 21.6 % 17.6 %
1440 23.9 %

(a) (b)

Figure 6.1: Images of speckled shear tools with vector field overlay. Vector field
in (a) shows total displacement while the mean displacement of respective tool is
subtracted in (b). Vectors in (a) and (b) are scaled individually.

ter is an effect of variations in y-force to x-force ratio. With force ratios
close to those used in the experimental setup design, the rotations are small
and clearance changes are only possible through rigid body displacement
of the two inner shear tools relative the two outer. Any inequality between
the symmetry sides that results in changed x-force, like mispositioned first
contact or other geometrical or mechanical inequality, will trigger the rigid
body displacement.

Common for almost all combinations of material, clearance and clamp-
ing configuration, are small clearance changes after an initial stabilizing
phase, below 0.5 mm of y-displacement. For remaining part of the shear-
ing, the clearance stays within 10 μm variation. According to simulations,
sheet deformations during the initial 0.5 mm y-displacement are mostly
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Figure 6.2: Measured rotation of the two shear tools for Domex 420 at different
clearances and clamp configurations.

elastic, and thus the penetration is small and only half the tool radius
have sheet contact. Amid the initial stabilizing phase, the change in shear
tool rotations are most pronounced, see figures 6.2, 6.3 and 6.4, and in the
Hardox 400 case, contributes with approximately half the edge clearance
change. Positive rotations are defined as clockwise rotation of the shear
tools in figures 2.3 and 6.1, and thus positive rotations will decrease the
clearance between the shear tool edges.

Figures 6.5, 6.6 and 6.7 present forces from the shear experiments of
Domex 420, Hardox 400 and SUB 280 materials respectively. Each figure
shows results for clearances according to table 6.1 and the two clamping
configurations. Common for all sheet metal grades are increased x-forces
and decreased y-forces when one clamp is removed. When shearing with two
clamps, a pronounced decrease in x-force is seen after the initial increase.
Later in the process, x-forces show tendencies to increase again, but only
SUB 280 sustain enough penetration for the effect to be clearly visible,
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Figure 6.3: Measured rotation of the two shear tools for Hardox 400 at different
clearances and clamp configurations.

figure 6.7. There is an increase in y-force with decreased clearance, but for
some material and shear parameter combinations, the differences in y-force
are decreased and also reversed in late part of shearing.

Although the force curves in figures 6.5, 6.6 and 6.7 are valid to the
last point, they do not represent other than an indication of the fracture
point. With the constant time sample used in all measurements combined
with a throughout accelerating shear process, the shear tool displacement
between two samples at the point of fracture can reach several tenth of a
millimeter.

All force measurements have a signal to noise ratio of around 100. De-
pending on the Wheatstone bridge configuration used, the peak-to-peek
levels of the noise varies. Characteristic values are 0.6 kN for y-forces and
0.3 kN for x-forces.
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Figure 6.4: Measured rotation of the two shear tools for SUB 280 at different
clearances and clamp configurations.

Growing plastic zone, material hardening, area reduction and changed
contact conditions, are all contributing to the characteristics of the obtained
force curves. FE simulations are applied in order to reveal contact forces on
different parts of the tool to sheet contact. Evidently, the major part of the
total force is transmitted close to the tool radius in the normal direction of
the contact surface.

Images of all sheared edges, are captured in order to evaluate the
sheared edge geometry. The characteristic sheared edge in figure 2.2, is rep-
resentative for all edges except for the free end in one clamped shears, where
additional plastic deformation is seen outside the burr. Figures 6.8, 6.9
and 6.10 show images captured in the x-direction. Inclined surfaces from
rollover, fracture angle and, for the unclamped strip ends, angled shear
zone and plastic area outside the burr, result in problems with illumination
and focal depth. However, the fracture zone is clearly visible in all images
and except for the free ends, the shear zone is also distinct.
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Figure 6.5: Measured forces for Domex 420 at different clearances and clamp
configurations. Upper curves show y-force and lower curves show x-force.

Figure 6.6: Measured forces for Hardox 400 at different clearances and clamp
configurations. Upper curves show y-force and lower curves show x-force.
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Figure 6.7: Measured forces for SUB 280 at different clearances and clamp config-
urations. Upper curves show y-force and lower curves show x-force.

Measurements on the edges show that the rollover and plastic zones
always increase in size with increased clearance, while the shear zone size
decreases with the exception of one clamped shears of Domex 420. With
the applied measurement method, rollover and plastic zone size changes
from the two different clamping configurations are indistinguishable, while
the shear zone changes are measurable but without clear trends. In terms
of increased yield and tensile strength in the order SUB 280, Domex 420
and Hardox 400, the tendency is decreased size of rollover, shear and plastic
zones with increased material strength.

6.2 Discussion

While all the perturbation analysis simulations are displacement controlled
through constant tool acceleration, the final verifying simulations are driven
by corresponding experimentally measured tool displacement. Experimen-
tally, the process in the hydraulic press, with elasticity in structure and
fluid, is not controlled by displacement, but rather some combination of
displacement and force.
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(1,1) (1,2) (1,3) (1,4)

(2,1) (2,2) (2,3) (2,4)

(3,1) (3,2) (3,3) (3,4)

Figure 6.8: Images of Domex 420 edges taken in the x-direction. Images from
shearing with increased clearance from 0.35 mm (7 %) to 0.64 mm (13 %) to
1.07 mm (22 %) are shown in rows 1, 2 and 3 respectively. Further, columns 1
and 2 show strip ends from the one clamp configuration where images in column 1
show the free end. Columns 3 and 4 show the strip ends from shearing with two
clamps.

Even though the experiment are well defined, uncertainties still remain
in contacts and bulk material property variations. Establishment of the
sheet to tool contacts is associated with a nonlinear response when the
stiffness gradually approaches Young’s modulus. Further, the friction coef-
ficients in all contacts are unknown and, as concluded in the perturbation
analysis, the shear process is sensitive to friction.

When simulating more ductile materials, penetration before fracture
increases and results in increased element distortion and need for remeshing.
The applied adaptive remeshing introduces transfer errors, originating from
lost element peak stress during interpolation and remapping to the new
mesh [15], and shown as dips in the force curves and also relaxation in the
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(1,1) (1,2) (1,3) (1,4)

(2,1) (2,2) (2,3) (2,4)

(3,1) (3,2) (3,3) (3,4)

Figure 6.9: Images of Hardox 400 edges taken in the x-direction. Images from
shearing with increased clearance from 0.64 mm (11 %) to 1.07 mm (18 %) to
1.44 mm (24 %) are shown in rows 1, 2 and 3 respectively. Further, columns 1
and 2 show strip ends from the one clamp configuration where images in column 1
show the free end. Columns 3 and 4 show the strip ends from shearing with two
clamps.

stress field. However, the resulting tool forces recover in about one third
of the remeshing interval and errors are considered smaller than numerical
errors from the distorted elements.

During the experimental shearing, clearance changes have the same or-
der of magnitude as requested in the design phase. The initial clearance
changes associated with small penetrations are tolerable and easily mea-
sured with the applied optical method. Moreover, signal to noise ratio on
force measurements is below 1 %, without shielding of electronics. Sources
to clearance change in the experiments are rigid body displacement of the
two inner shear tools relative the two outer, strut elastic length change and
rotation of tools. For reference, the strut elastic shortening is 7 μm at 40 kN
x-force.
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(1,1) (1,2) (1,3) (1,4)

(2,1) (2,2) (2,3) (2,4)

Figure 6.10: Images of Domex 420 edges taken in the x-direction. Images from
shearing with increased clearance from 0.42 mm (7 %) to 0.64 mm (11 %) are shown
in rows 1 and 2 respectively. Further, columns 1 and 2 show strip ends from the
one clamp configuration where images in column 1 show the free end. Columns 3
and 4 show the strip ends from shearing with two clamps.

When shearing Domex 420 and SUB 280, the clearance decrease orig-
inating from rotations are less than 10 μm and clearance change must be
mostly rigid body displacement of the two inner tools relative the two
outer. Shearing of Hardox 400 results in larger rotations, in the region of
0.1 mrad, which causes approximately 50 μm decrease in clearance at tool
edges and significantly influences the total clearance change. The rotations
originate from larger y-force to x-force ratio than used in the experimen-
tal set-up design to determine x-position relative pipe center for the shear
tools. Through repositioning of the shear tool, the experiment can be ad-
justed for another force ratio, but here, the shear tool position suitable for
the medium strength material Domex 420, is used for shearing all three
material grades.

With larger x-force and rotation of the free end in one clamped shears,
the remaining material between the shear tools experience large tensile
stress and shear stress is introduced in the xz-plane at the tool radius.
Large shear stress may increase the chance for mode II fractures on the
edge. Edge cracks in combination with a following rolling operation is a
problem, especially for soft materials, and is discussed in [16].



Chapter 7

Summary of appended papers

7.1 Paper A
In Paper A, knowledge of the shear cutting process is acquired from pertur-
bation analyses and an experimental procedure for shearing is developed.
Process parameters with large impact on the resulting forces are identified
from the FE-based perturbation analyses. During the experimental set-up
design, the results are used to determine the needed accuracy on input and
measurements. Many experimental designs were considered but, based on
the needed accuracy on clearance and force measurements, a symmetric set-
up with internal balancing of forces was selected and constructed. Built to
be driven by a hydraulic press, the set-up features internal measurements
of forces and the shear tool movements are tracked optically. Within the
plastic part of shearing, force accuracies of 1 % are obtained.

7.2 Paper B
In Paper B, the experimental procedure developed in Paper A is applied
in a parameter study of clearance and clamping. With two clamp con-
figurations, two or three different clearances and applied to three sheet
metal grades, the experimental study gives experimental knowledge and is
supposed to provide the data needed for validation of numerical shearing
models. In addition to accurate force measurements, studies of the sheared
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edges provide the edge geometry and size of the characteristic shear zones,
useful in a future definition of shear quality. Finally, FE simulations are
used to closer study the effects of clamping and forces on different parts of
the shear tools.



Chapter 8

Conclusions

8.1 Essential results

Based on the performed FE based perturbation analyses and the experi-
mental shear study, some conclusions about the developed experiment, and
shearing in general, can be made:

• Clearance stability and measured force accuracy of the built shear
experimental set-up matches the initially stated demands to allow
detection of 1 % force changes from the studied input parameters.
Under load, the clearance are measured to less than 10 μm and forces
are measured without external friction losses with signal to noise ra-
tios around 100.

• Clearance and clamping configuration are identified as two important
cutting parameters with large impact on forces. Also the friction
coefficient in sheet to tool contact is important and primarily impacts
the x-force.

• With one side of the sheet strip unclamped, x-forces are increased
and y-forces are decreased as compared to the dual clamped case.

• There is a clear trend for increased maximum y-force with decreased
clearance.
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• The characteristic dip in x-force is an effect of continuously changed
contact conditions.

• Both the rollover and the plastic zone increase in size with increased
clearance.

8.2 Further work
In agreement with the stated goals, results from this study are promising
for use in validation of numerical shear models. For the purpose of predict-
ing shear forces, the FE-model used here are sufficient. However, in order
to capture sheared edge geometry in the simulations, the model must be ex-
tended with a fracture criteria and a method to describe crack propagation
without impact of the mesh.

Within the current work, experimental shearing of narrow sheet strips
allows for parallel shear tools. Likewise, the FE-model are simplified to 2D
plane strain. With the intention of extending the study to cover shearing
with rake angles or continuous edge trimming with circular shear tools, the
FE-model needs to be extended to 3D and new experiments, preferably
based upon the successful procedure developed here, are required.
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Abstract

Throughout the industrial processes of sheet metal manufacturing and re-
fining, shear cutting is widely used for its speed and cost advantages over
competing cutting methods. Industrial shears may include some force mea-
surement possibilities, but the force is most likely influenced by friction
losses between shear tool and the point of measurement, and are in general
not showing the actual force applied to the sheet. Well defined shears and
accurate measurements of force and shear tool position are important for
understanding the influence of shear parameters. Accurate experimental
data are also necessary for calibration of numerical shear models. Here,
a dedicated laboratory set-up with well defined geometry and movement
in the shear, and high measurability in terms of force and geometry is de-
signed, built and verified. Parameters important to the shear process are
studied with perturbation analysis techniques and demands on accuracy of
input and output to the experiments are formulated. Based on the accu-
racy demands, a symmetric experiment with internal balancing of forces,
is constructed to avoid guides and friction losses. Finally, the experimental
procedure is validated through shearing of a medium grade steel. With
the obtained experimental set-up performance, force changes as result of
changes in studied input parameters are distinguishable down to a level of
one percent.
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1 Introduction

Sheet metal shearing is common within several processing steps in the sheet
metal industry, and an increased knowledge is desirable in order to improve
the processes. Shearing has speed and cost advantages over competing
cutting methods like laser and plasma cutting, but involves large forces on
the equipment and large strains in the sheet material.

Numerical models to predict forces and sheared edge geometry for differ-
ent sheet metal grades and different shear parameter set-ups are desirable.
For new sheet metal grades, numerical shear models are efficient for find-
ing appropriate shear parameters without the need for time consuming and
expensive live tests in the production. In order to allow for validation of
numerical models, accurate experimental data is wanted. Though indus-
trial shears may include some force measurement possibilities, the force is
most likely influenced by friction losses between shear tool and point of
measurement, and thus not showing the actual force applied to the sheet.
Force measurements with load cells close to the shear tools, before impact of
guiding contacts, are associated with loss in accuracy of shear tool position.

Experimental data exists from previous studies of the rotational sym-
metric blanking process [1, 2, 3, 4], but the blanking and shearing processes
differ in boundary conditions. This work aim to develop a procedure for
experimental evaluation of shearing and includes the design, build and eval-
uation of an experimental set-up with high measurability and consistent
and predictable output. During the design phase, finite element (FE) sim-
ulations are used frequently for perturbation analyses of sheer parameters
and also dimensioning of the experimental set-up.

1.1 Shear geometry

Fundamental shear geometry is represented in figures 1 and 2, where the
sheet metal is sheared between two shear tools and held in place by one or
two clamps. Here, the geometric properties defined are sheet thickness h,
clearance c and shear tool radius r. Shearing of wide sheet strips generally
includes the rake angle, created by rotation of one shear tool around the
x-axis in figure 1. Use of rake angles limits contact length and forces
but induces additional strains in the sheared material [5, 6]. Geometric
dimensional limitations in the lab experiment, restrict the sheet size to
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Figure 1: Schematic 3D representation of shear geometry with definition of the
coordinate system used.

narrow strips and thus rake angle is irrelevant. Parallel shear tools will
also allow a plane strain approximation of the process, except at the strip
edges.

In general, existing shear settings effect the sheared edge geometry,
which in turn is important for aesthetics, sharpness and the tendency to
initiate cracks. Sheared edges have four characteristic zones [7] i.e. rollover,
shear, fracture and burr zones, see figure 3. Rollover and shear zones arise
from the plastic deformation of the sheet when penetrated by the shear
tools, while the appearance of fracture and burr zones are determined by
the crack propagation characteristics during fracture. Specific for shearing
of high strength steel, are a small shear zone and large fracture zone. Burrs
and rough fracture zones complicate the following processing through inade-
quate tolerances that may imply additional machining and sharp edges that
may damage equipment or even cause injuries. Characterization of sheared
edges from sheet metal trimming is discussed in [4], where a method for
post shear strain evaluation through analyses of sheet edge micro struc-
ture, is developed. Further, sub-cracks in the sheared edge surface were
observed.

Within most shear processes, the clearance between shear tools is usu-
ally adjusted along with changed sheet metal grade or thickness, and is
generally specified relative the sheet thickness. Clearance and clamping
have large impact on the sheared edge geometry. Thorough clamping of
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Figure 2: Schematic representation of the shear geometry and boundary condi-
tions. Here, the moving shear tool and corresponding clamp have the same veloc-
ity v in the y-direction. Forces exerted on the moving tool as result of the velocity
v are Fy and Fx. Definitions of sheet thickness h, clearance c and shear tool radius
r are shown in the magnified area.
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Figure 3: Sheared edge characteristic zones shown on sheet cross-section.

the sheet close to the shear tools, is important to reduce the strains and
distortions of the sheared edges. Ideally, cracks will start from each tool
radius and meet inside the sheet. Depending on the fracture zone size and
the desired crack propagation angle, clearance is adjusted for the cracks to
meet without overlap [1, 5]. Experimental studies on blanking suggest 10 %
clearance to minimize the required force and tool wear [2]. Observations
in sheet metal trimming show that both rollover and burr increases with
greater clearance, especially when approaching 20 % [3].

2 Methods
Designing an experimental set-up with high measurability requires knowl-
edge of the process and its parameters to be studied. Here, relevant pa-
rameters in shearing are identified through use of finite element based per-
turbation analysis.

2.1 Finite element model
All the FE perturbation analyses are performed with LS-DYNA1 and utilize
a 2D plane strain model with geometry and boundary conditions according
to figure 2. With parallel tools and large sheet width to thickness ratio,
plane strain is assumed to be representative for the process. Sheet and
tools are coarsely meshed except in vicinity of the tool radius, where the
mesh is denser in order to dissolve the shear tool radius itself and gradi-
ents in state variables. All plane strain elements are four-noded and fully
integrated. Adaptive remeshing of the plastic deformed zone is applied to

1LS-DYNA is a commercial general-purpose finite element program by Livermore
Software Technology Corporation (LSTC)
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prevent severe element distortion. Contacts are modeled with 2D surface to
surface formulation and, except for the friction study, the assumed friction
coefficient is 0.1 concerning both static and dynamic friction. The tools
are considered elastic while an isotropic elastic/plastic material model is
assumed constitutive for the sheet metal. Poisson’s ratio equal to 0.3 and
Young’s modulus equal to 210 GPa are used as elastic parameters for all
materials. Hollomon’s exponential hardening law [8], which states the yield
stress as σY = Kε̄n

p , is applied to describe the plastic hardening of the sheet
material. Here, ε̄p is the effective plastic strain and K and n are material
specific parameters.

All simulations are displacement controlled. Except for the veloc-
ity study, all perturbation analyses are run at constant acceleration of
100 mm s−2. Besides the numerical advantages of avoiding steps in veloc-
ity, the constant acceleration is anticipated to coincide rather well with the
experimental conditions, where the shears are driven by a hydraulic press.
The final validating simulations of experiments, target the true experimen-
tal conditions and thus experimentally measured displacements as function
of time are used as input.

The sheet thickness is 5 mm in all perturbation analyses.

2.2 Perturbation analysis

Shear processes can be represented by the block diagram in figure 4, where
input and output parameters are listed. Geometric input parameters and
output forces are defined in figure 2. Material and contact properties are
also input parameters considered, and the FE-simulations themselves add
additional input parameters like mesh, mass scaling and other nonphysical
parameters.

Based on results from the perturbation analyses, tolerances in the ex-
perimental set-up and needed measurement precision are defined. Through
consideration of measurability and reasonable input variation, the pertur-
bation analyses also identifies input parameters relevant for further studies.
Primarily, the simulations are evaluated through resultant forces on tools,
but the sheet material strain field is also considered although representing
a more subjective quantity, hard to quantify.
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Figure 4: Block representation of the shear process, listing input and output
parameters.

2.3 Results from shear simulations

Adaptive remeshing is applied in simulations and results in force dips/peaks
in conjunction with each remesh step. However, the dips/peaks are short
and the remeshing is tested for convergence with refined remesh steps. For
clearness, all graphs presenting simulated results show forces with a first
order Butterworth low pass filter at the normalized cutoff frequency of 0.02
half-cycles per sample applied. Still, some waviness is seen in most graphs.

Typically, the force-displacement curves from shear simulations show
an initially linear force rise when the sheet deformation is mostly elastic
with small plastic deformations close to the tool radius. Next, comes a
gradual level out of forces when plastic zones grow inwards from both tools
and form a continuous plastic shear zone through the sheet. After the
formation of a throughout plastic shear zone, the force curve shapes are
largely dependent on material hardening.
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Figure 5: Influences on force components from clearance variations. Six clearances,
5 %, 10 %, 11 %, 15 %, 20 % and 25 % are shown and all arrows are pointing in
direction of increased clearance. Upper curves show y-force and lower curves show
x-force.

Clearance changes result in distinct force changes over the entire pro-
cess, figure 5. Even small changes, like an increase from 10 % and 11 %,
cause distinguishable force changes. At equal tool displacement, the actual
penetration of the shear tools into sheet, decreases with increased clear-
ance. With increased clearance, deformation is activated in a larger area
and consequently the rollover zone increases in size and more elastic defor-
mation is stored in the sheet. Compared at equal penetration or shear zone
length, instead of equal tool displacement, the changes in both forces and
strains are less pronounced.

Clamping of both sheet strip ends and clamping of only one end creates
different conditions in the plastic zone. With one clamp released, the y-
force decreases, but the free strip end will rotate around the z-axis and
apply extra x-force on the shear tool, figure 6.

The friction coefficient in sheet metal to shear tools contact has large
impact on forces. Especially the x-force increases rapidly with increased
friction coefficient, but at penetration depth over 40 %, the conditions are
reversed, figure 7. When the initial clamp force is kept reasonably low, that
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Figure 6: Effects of clamping configurations. Upper curves show y-force and lower
curves show x-force.

is an order of magnitude lower than forces from the shearing, variations in
friction coefficient in the sheet to clamp contact have insignificant effects
on forces.

Increasing the tool radius increases the x-force, especially around 20 %
to 40 % penetration depth, figure 8. Meantime, the y-force is more in-
sensitive to radius changes. However, there is an initial, barely noticeable
decrease in y-force with larger radius, when the combination of large radius
and small penetration is perceived as a greater clearance.

Changes in element size results in strain gradient changes close to the
contact between sheet metal and shear tool radius. Small elements will
resolve local gradients more accurate and predict higher strain concentra-
tions. However, the resulting tool forces are insensitive to local strain gra-
dient changes. Different element sizes can also change the sliding contact
conditions around the tool radius, where few large elements result in poorly
rounded edges and possible mechanical locking.

Although the 2D-models have a manageable (around 104) number of
elements, a small explicit time step in the smallest elements, makes mass
scaling necessary for a realistic simulation run time. Adding nonphysical
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Figure 7: Influences on force components from variation of friction coefficient.
Four friction coefficients, 0.05, 0.10, 0.15 and 0.20 are shown and all arrows are
pointing in direction of increased friction coefficient. Upper curves show y-force
and lower curves show x-force.

Figure 8: Influences on force components from shear tool radius variations. Four
radii, 150 μm, 200 μm, 225 μm and 250 μm are shown and all arrows are pointing
in direction of increased radius. Upper curves show y-force and lower curves show
x-force.
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Figure 9: Influences on force components from sheet thickness variations. Four
sheet thicknesses are shown, the three closely spaced lines represents 4.9 mm,
5.0 mm and 5.1 mm and the fourth line represents 6.0 mm sheet thickness. All
arrows are pointing in direction of increased sheet thickness. Upper curves show
y-force and lower curves show x-force.

mass decreases the wave velocity and makes the simulation sensitive to
step velocity transients. With moderate accelerations, the effects of mass
scaling are negligible.

While the y-force is proportional to sheet thickness, the effects on x-
force are more complex and decreases with increased sheet thickness at large
penetrations, figure 9. Further, simulations at different shear velocities
indicate proportional scaling of strain rate to velocity.

Observations of changes to simulated y-force when deviations are intro-
duced to the flow stress model at different regions along the strain axis, de-
termine the required range and accuracy of material input data. Piecewise-
linear functions are used to represent the original flow stress model and the
deviations are added as sin2-ramps over a 0.1 strain interval to avoid steps.
Force curves from simulations with 50 MPa (6 % rise) added to the flow
stress over, respectively under, 35 % plastic strain, show that the y-force
is mostly dependent on small strain flow stress at small penetrations and
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Figure 10: Resulting force curves from perturbations in flow stress model. Along
with the reference model are perturbations of 50 MPa applied over respectively
under 0.3 in plastic strain. Upper curves show y-force and lower curves show
x-force.

mostly dependent on large strain flow stress at large penetrations, figure 10.
Further simulations indicate that errors of 5 % in the flow stress is tolerable
at strains over 0.35, but at small strains, errors should be kept below 2 %.

2.4 Experimental set-up
Considering the perturbation analyses results, experimental set-up require-
ments are formulated. Based on magnitude of the force changes obtained
as result of perturbed input parameters in the analyses, force measure-
ments with one percents accuracy are considered necessary. Since a clear-
ance change of one percentage point results in approximately one percent
change in forces, the target experimental clearance stability is an order of
magnitude lower, i.e. the clearance should remain within 0.1 % or 5 μm at
the sheet thicknesses sheared. Likewise, analyses with perturbed shear tool
radius suggests a target radius variation of a few micrometers.

Clearance stability and accuracy in force measurements are identified as
weaknesses in most experimental shearing. Wise use of sliding guides can
accomplish sufficient clearance stability, but guides are always associated
with friction losses and will impinge the force measurements. With slid-
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ing guides disqualified, internal balancing of x-forces through symmetry,
is the viable solution identified. Hence, a symmetric experimental set-up,
figure 11, has been designed and built. The constructed symmetric set-
up uses four shear tools, where forces are measured on the inner two and
clearance is changed with shims behind the two outer. Analogies to blank-
ing are seen if the outer shear tools are considered the die and the inner
shear tools the punch. For simplicity, consider a rectangular punch and
die configuration with a sheet strip across. Some stiffness and clearance
stability are sacrificed when the two inner tools are separated and a strut
is inserted to allow measurement of x-force. However, the x-force is im-
portant in shearing and of interest to measure. The y-forces are measured
in the pipes above respectively inner shear tool. All cross section areas of
the pipes and the strut are dimensioned as a compromise between safety
against plasticity, high strain measurability and low elastic shortening of
the strut. Based on the y-force to x-force ratio received in the perturbation
analyses, iterative FE-simulations of the experimental set-up, figure 12, are
used for positioning the tools relative to pipes and strut, where the forces
are balanced and pipe bending avoided. Figure 12 shows the final position
with corresponding stresses.

Absence of external contacts in the elaborated experimental set-up,
enables accurate measurement of forces without interfering friction, through
strain gauge measurements on the pipes and the strut. Here, the y-forces
are measured individually for the two symmetry sides, while the x-force
is equal by design. With high length to cross section ratio for the pipes
and the strut, linear cross section stress distributions according to Saint-
Venant’s principle are ensured. Regarding the strut, high length to cross
section ratio is achieved through introduction of gaps, see figure 11 and 12,
resulting in four beam-like parts with equal and square cross sections. The
FE-simulation, shown in figure 12, confirms a linear stress distribution
over the pipes and strut cross sections that is important for later strain
measurements and calculations. Long pipes also imply less than 1 % of the
total x-force absorbed by pipes in cantilever mode.

Both pipes are equipped with strain gauges rotated 120 degrees to each
other, illustrated in figure 11. Quarter bridges and sampling to separate
channels allow bending estimation in addition to mean normal strain mea-
surement. Strain measurements on the strut are bending compensated
through half bridge connection of the opposite facing gages. Kyowa KFG-
5-120-C1-11L5M3R strain gauges with effective length of 5 mm, resistance
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Figure 11: Schematic front view of the experimental set-up showing strain gauge
positions as black squares. Sheet strips are clamped on both sides.

of 120 Ω and a gauge factor of 2, are used throughout. Signal conditioning
are made with custom built bridges and shunt calibration unit, and a Na-
tional Instruments SC-2345 carrier equipped with two SCC-SG24 and six
SCC-SG01 modules. Both module types include an instrumentation ampli-
fier with a fixed gain of 100 and a single-pole RC low-pass filter at 1.6 kHz.
The SCC-SG24 modules have differential inputs for external bridges, while
the SCC-SG01 modules have internal bridges for connection of a single
gauge in quarter bridge configuration. Finally, the signals are sampled at
600 Hz with a NI DAQ Card 6036E.

Figure 13 shows the Wheatstone bridge configurations used. The quar-
ter bridge voltage is U = 1

4UDCεg, where UDC is supply voltage, ε is strain
and g is the gauge factor. Similarly, half bridge voltage is U = 1

2UDCεN g,
where strain εN is the bending compensated normal strain. Axial pipe
and strut strains are εP = 1

3
∑3

n=1 εn and εS = 1
4

∑4
n=1 εN

n respectively,
where εn are strains from the three gauges around the pipe and εN

n are nor-
mal strains from each of the struts four quadratic cross sections. Through
use of relays, the shunt resistors RS are connected simultaneously for all
bridges and channels. Signal shunting is invoked short before and after
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Figure 12: x-stress (left) and y-stress (right) in experimental set-up under char-
acteristic loads applied in FE-simulation. Only half the symmetric set-up is sim-
ulated and both top and bottom plate are assumed to rest at rigid bodies. Fringe
stress levels are in MPa.

each shear. Since the process of mounting and clamping the sheet strips
takes time, strain levels are zeroed after fracture to decrease effects of a
possible temperature drift.

Although the experimental set-up features stable clearance during the
shear process, the present clearance change is optically tracked with a high
speed camera and digital speckle correlation of the tools end surfaces. With
a high resolution camera, the same method can measure surface deforma-
tions on the sheets lengthwise edge. Therefore, sheet visibility were consid-
ered in the experiment design. Here, the camera used is an IDT MotionPro
X3 PLUS with Nikkor 85 mm 1:1.8D objective and images are acquired at
300 Hz with 120 μs exposure time.
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Figure 13: Wheatstone bridges used in strain gauge measurements. Half bridges
are used for the strut and quarter bridges for the pipes.

Shear tools made of Vanadis 4 Extra2 are prepared with 220 ± 5 μm ra-
dius and thereafter polished. The radius is verified through measurements
with an optical profilometer, see figure 14. During shearing, the tool sur-
faces are plentifully lubricated with grease3, in order to achieve consistent
and repeatable contact conditions.

2Powder metallurgical cold work tool steel, produced by Uddeholms AB
3Shell Nerita Grease HV, industrial grease with zinc additives
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Figure 14: Measured tool radius together with trend lines. What looks like a thick
black line is a group of 640 measurements along the tool. The radius r is 220 μm
and the measurements are spread over the interval Δr equal to 10 μm.

2.5 Material characterization

Through comparison of experimental shearing and an equivalent simulation
of the sheet metal grade Domex 4204, the experimental set-up is validated.
Uniaxial compression tests of cylindrical samples 4.5 mm in diameter and
8.0 mm long, processed in the x- and z-directions, constitute the material
characterization. Force errors in the used strain interval as result of barrel-
ing is below 1 % when the sample is assumed to deform cylindrically, and
thus, effects of barreling are neglected. The compression tests are assumed
quasi static and the hard metal plate tools are lubricated with grease to
assure low friction. Thorough centered and positioned samples are impor-
tant to avoid skew compression and resulting inhomogeneous plasticity and
underestimated stress. Figure 15 shows a schematic figure of the compres-
sion test set-up used in a Shimadzu universal material tester. In all tests,
the compression velocity v equals 0.01 mm s−1 and the system force F is
measured with a 100 kN load cell. In order to rescale the driving velocity
to actual sample compression velocity and accumulated displacement, the
machine stiffness k is measured and approximated linear for the entire load
interval.

4Hot rolled cold forming steel with 420 MPa minimum yield strength, produced by
SSAB
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Figure 15: Schematic representation of compression test set-up where the process
is driven by the velocity v and the system force F is measured with a load cell.
Machine stiffness is labeled k.

With least squares regression, the acquired material compression test
data for Domex 420 is used to fit Hollomon’s material parameters. Best
fit is achieved with the coefficient K equal to 923 MPa and the exponent n
equal to 0.158, figure 16.

3 Results

Captured and subsequently processed high speed image data from experi-
ments, gives the displacement vector field as x- and y-components relative
the initial position, figure 17. Further, the shear tool displacements are
divided in tool mass center x- and y-translations and rotation around the
z-axis. As the strut elastic length change is typically 2 μm under load,
x-translations are mostly rigid body displacement of the two inner shear
tools relative the two outer. Consequently, displacements of the tool radii
are a function of the mass center translation and rotation, where the latter
is an effect of variations in y-force to x-force ratio. With force ratios close
to those used in the experimental set-up design, the rotations are small
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Figure 16: The Domex 420 stress-strain relation calculated with the assumptions
of constant volume and throughout cylindrical sample together with the fitted
Hollomon function.

and clearance changes are only possible through rigid body displacement
of the two inner shear tools relative the two outer. Any inequality between
the symmetry sides that results in changed x-force, like mispositioned first
contact or other geometrical or mechanical inequality, will trigger the rigid
body displacement. Measurements show that an equilibrium position is
found within the first half millimeter of tool y-displacement, figure 18. For
remaining part of the shearing, the clearance stays within 10 μm variation.
According to simulations, sheet deformations during the initial 0.5 mm y-
displacement are mostly elastic, and thus the penetration is small and only
half the tool radius have sheet contact.

All force measurements have a signal to noise ratio of around 100. De-
pending on the Wheatstone bridge configuration used, the peak-to-peek
levels of the noise varies. Characteristic values are 0.6 kN for y-forces and
0.3 kN for x-forces.

For validation, figure 19 shows experimental force curves from shearing
of Domex 420 with one side unclamped and 0.64 mm or 13 % clearance
together with corresponding simulation. Except for a small deviation with
higher simulated forces at large displacements, forces from experiment and
simulation coincide. Figure 20 shows the simulated plastic strain field at
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(a) (b)

Figure 17: Images of speckled shear tools with vector field overlay. Vector field in
(a) shows total displacement while the mean/mass-center displacement of respec-
tive tool is subtracted in (b). Vectors in (a) and (b) are scaled individually.

Figure 18: Clearance change at tool radius for different clearance and clamp con-
figurations.
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Figure 19: Comparison of experimental and simulated forces. Upper curves show
y-force and lower curves show x-force.

a shear tool displacement of 2.5 mm. Due to the unsymmetrical boundary
conditions with only one side clamped, the strain field is unsymmetrical
and maximum strain is found at the unclamped side around the shear tool
radius. Also noticeable, is the low element distortion, possible through the
adaptive remeshing used.

4 Discussion

During the experimental shearing, clearance changes have the same order of
magnitude as requested in the design phase. The initial clearance changes
associated with small penetrations are tolerable and easily measured with
the applied optical method. Moreover, signal to noise ratio on force mea-
surements is below 1 %, without shielding of electronics.

While all the perturbation analysis simulations are displacement con-
trolled through constant tool acceleration, the final verifying simulations
are driven by corresponding experimentally measured tool displacement.
Experimentally, the process in the hydraulic press, with elasticity in struc-
ture and fluid, is not controlled by displacement, but rather some combi-
nation of displacement and force.
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Figure 20: Simulated plastic strain field at a shear tool displacement of 2.5 mm.

Even though the experiment are well defined, uncertainties still remain
in contacts and bulk material property variations. Establishment of the
sheet to tool contacts is associated with a nonlinear response when the
stiffness gradually approaches Young’s modulus. Further, the friction coef-
ficients in all contacts are unknown and, as concluded in the perturbation
analysis, the shear process is sensitive to friction.

When simulating more ductile materials, penetration before fracture
increases and results in increased element distortion and need for remeshing.
The applied adaptive remeshing introduces transfer errors, originating from
lost element peak stress during interpolation and remapping to the new
mesh [9], and shown as dips in the force curves and also relaxation in the
stress field. However, the resulting tool forces recover in about one third
of the remeshing interval and errors are considered smaller than numerical
errors from the distorted elements.

5 Conclusions

Based on the performed perturbation analyses and validating experiments,
some conclusions about the developed experiment, and shearing in general,
can be made:
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• Clearance stability and measured force accuracy of the built shear
experimental set-up matches the initially stated demands to allow
detection of 1 % force changes as result of changes in the studied
input parameters. Under load, the clearance stays within 10 μm and
forces are measured without external friction losses with signal to
noise ratios around 100.

• Clearance and clamping configuration are identified as two important
cutting parameters with large impact on forces. Also the friction
coefficient in sheet to tool contact is important and primarily impacts
the x-force.
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Abstract

Within the sheet metal industry, different shear cutting technologies are
commonly used in several processing steps, e.g. in cut to length lines, slit-
ting lines, end cropping etc. Shearing has speed and cost advantages over
competing cutting methods like laser and plasma cutting, but involves large
forces on the equipment and large strains in the sheet material. Accurate
shear experiments are desirable in order to increase the knowledge of shear-
ing parameters, improve industrial shearing and to provide data for valida-
tion of numerical shear models. Here, the two shear parameters clearance
and clamp configuration, identified as important to the shear results, are
studied in an experimental set-up with well defined tool movement and high
measurability in terms of tool position and force. In addition to forces, the
experiments are evaluated through characterization of the sheared edge ge-
ometry. Three material grades, representative for low, medium and high
strength steels, are selected for the study. Judging by the result, shear
tool penetration before fracture decreases with increasing material strength.
When one side of the sheet is left unclamped and free to move, the required
shear force decreases but instead the force attempting to separate the two
shear tools increases. Further, the maximum shear force increases with
decreased clearance. During all shear experiments, clearance changes are
small and moreover continuously measured.
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1 Introduction

Sheet metal shearing is common within several processing steps in the sheet
metal industry, and an increased knowledge is desirable in order to improve
the processes. Shearing has speed and cost advantages over competing
cutting methods like laser and plasma cutting, but involves large forces on
the equipment and large strains in the sheet material.

Numerical models to predict forces and sheared edge geometry for dif-
ferent sheet metal grades and different shear parameter setups are desir-
able. For new sheet metal grades, numerical shear models are efficient for
finding appropriate shear parameters without the need for time consuming
and expensive live tests in the production. In order to allow for validation
of numerical models, accurate experimental data is wanted. Experimental
data exists from previous studies of the rotational symmetric blanking pro-
cess [1, 2, 3, 4], but the blanking and shearing processes differ in boundary
conditions.

Industrial shears may include some force measurement possibilities, but
due to machinery friction losses, measured forces are always higher than the
forces acting on the sheet. Shearing also generates a force that attempts
to separate the two shear tools with changed shear conditions as result. In
this work, forces on the shear tools are experimentally measured with high
accuracy in a set-up without external friction losses and with tracked shear
tool movement [5].

In general, existing shear settings effect the sheared edge geometry,
which in turn is important for aesthetics, sharpness and the tendency to
initiate cracks. Sheared edges have four characteristic zones [6] i.e. rollover,
shear, fracture and burr zones, figure 1. Rollover and shear zones arise from
the plastic deformation of the sheet when penetrated by the shear tools,
while the appearance of fracture and burr zones are determined by the
crack propagation characteristics during fracture. Specific for shearing of
high strength steel, are a small shear zone and large fracture zone. Burrs
and rough fracture zones complicate the following processing through in-
adequate tolerances that may imply additional machining, and sharp edges
that may damage equipment or even cause injuries. Characterization of
sheared edges from sheet metal trimming is discussed in [4], where a method
for post shear strain evaluation through analyses of sheet edge micro struc-
ture, is developed. Further, sub-cracks in the sheared edge surface were
observed.
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Figure 1: Sheared edge characteristic zones shown on sheet cross-section.

Figure 2: Schematic 3D representation of shear geometry with definition of the
coordinate system used.

Fundamental shear geometry is represented in figures 2 and 3, where
the sheet metal is sheared between two shear tools and held in place by one
or two clamps. Here, the geometric properties defined are sheet thickness
h, clearance c and shear tool radius r. Thorough clamping of the sheet
close to the shear tools, is important to reduce the strains and distortions
of the sheared edges [7, 8].

Within most shear processes, the clearance between shear tools is usu-
ally adjusted along with changed sheet metal grade or thickness, and is
generally specified relative the sheet thickness. Experimental studies on
blanking suggest 10 % clearance to minimize the required force and tool
wear [2]. Observations in sheet metal trimming show that both rollover and
burr increases with greater clearance, especially when approaching 20 % [3].
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Figure 3: Schematic representation of the shear geometry and boundary condi-
tions. Here, the moving shear tool and corresponding clamp have the same veloc-
ity v in the y-direction. Forces exerted on the moving tool as result of the velocity
v are Fy and Fx. Definitions of sheet thickness h, clearance c and shear tool radius
r are shown in the magnified area.
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Ideally, cracks will start from each tool radius and meet inside the sheet.
Depending on the fracture zone size and the desired crack propagation
angle, clearance is adjusted for the cracks to meet without overlap [1, 7].

2 Methods

With focus on effects of clamping and clearance, the following experimen-
tal study uses previously developed procedure and experimental set-up [5]
with high measurability and consistent and predictable output, schemati-
cally shown in figure 4. Symmetry with two simultaneous shears is applied
for clearance stability and internal balancing of x-forces. With balanced
x-forces, guides and their inevitable friction losses are avoided. Sheet metal
strips with maximum width of 100 mm are sheared between each pair of
parallel tools and clamps are available on both sides. Forces in x- and y-
directions are measured internally with strain gauges on the experimental
set-up. High speed camera images of speckle painted tools and following
digital image correlation gives an optical measurement of the tool displace-
ments [5]. All high speed images are captured in the z-direction, that is
the same view as the schematic in figure 4.

According to results form the perturbation analyses performed in the
design phase [5], clamping and clearance are two of the most important
shear parameters. Here, the effects of clearance and clamping variations
are evaluated through shearing of three different sheet materials with two
clamping configurations and two or three different clearances, depending on
material grade. Clearances are chosen in the region of production standard
clearance for each individual material and with rather large steps, in the
range 50–100 %. All marked combinations in table 1 are sheared in both
the dual clamped configuration as shown in figure 4 and the single clamped
configuration with the outer clamps removed. In addition to measured
forces, measurements of the characteristic sheared edge zones defined in
figure 1, are used to evaluate effects of the studied parameters.

Sheet materials used in the study are the three SSAB steel grades
Domex 420, Hardox 400 and SUB 280. Domex 420 is a medium strength
construction steel, Hardox 400 a high strength wear plate steel and SUB 280
a mild strength steel, table 2. Mechanical properties are obtained from uni-
axial tensile tests, while sheet thickness is measured on the actual samples
sheared. It should be noticed that the final SUB 280 product is cold rolled
while the sheet used here are taken before the cold rolling and have differ-
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Figure 4: Schematic front view of the experimental set-up showing strain gauge
positions as black squares. Sheet strips are clamped on both sides.

Table 1: Matrix of clearances used in the experimental study.
Clearance [mm] Domex 420 Hardox 400 SUB 280

0.35 7 %
0.42 7 %
0.64 13 % 11 % 11 %
1.07 22 % 18 %
1.44 24 %

ent mechanical properties and thickness compared to the market product.
Two sheet strips with 55 mm width and approximately 250 mm length are
prepared and sheared in each experiment.

For all experiments, polished shear tools with 220 ± 5 μm radius are
used. During shearing, tool surfaces are plentifully lubricated with Shell
Nerita Grease HV, industrial grease with zinc additives, in order to achieve
consistent and repeatable contact conditions.

Finite element (FE) simulations are used to study phenomenons and
tendencies seen in the experiments. Simulations offer detail studies of
smaller parts of the shear process and are valuable for the understanding of
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Table 2: Properties for sheet metal grades used in experimental evaluation. Here,
the sheet metal grade called SUB 280 is not the final product, but taken before
cold rolling.

Property Domex 420 Hardox 400 SUB 280

Yield strength, Rp02 [MPa] 450 1080 210
Tensile strength, Rm [MPa] 520 1260 300

Elongation, A80 [%] 25 7 40
Thickness [mm] 4.95 ± 0.05 6.08 ± 0.01 5.83 ± 0.05

mechanisms in shearing. Here, the analyses are performed with LS-DYNA1

and the same 2D plane strain model with geometry and boundary condi-
tions according to figure 3, as defined and motivated in [5]. The FE-model
uses an isotropic elastic/plastic material representative for Domex 420.

3 Results

Figures 5, 6 and 7 present forces from the shear experiments of Domex 420,
Hardox 400 and SUB 280 materials respectively. Each figure shows results
for clearances according to table 1 and the two clamping configurations.
Common for all sheet metal grades are increased x-forces and decreased
y-forces when one clamp is removed. When shearing with two clamps, a
pronounced decrease in x-force is seen after the initial increase. Later in the
process, x-forces show tendencies to increase again, but only SUB 280 sus-
tain enough penetration for the effect to be clearly visible, figure 7. There
is an increase in y-force with decreased clearance, but for some material
and shear parameter combinations, the differences in y-force are decreased
and also reversed in late part of shearing. At large tool displacements, a
small but consistent increase in x-force with decreased clearance is seen,
except for the one clamped SUB 280 experiments.

Although the force curves in figures 5, 6 and 7 are valid to the last
point, they do not represent other than an indication of the fracture point.
With the constant time sample used in all measurements combined with a
throughout accelerating shear process, the shear tool displacement between
two samples at the point of fracture can reach several tenth of a millimeter.

1LS-DYNA is a commercial general-purpose finite element program by Livermore
Software Technology Corporation (LSTC)
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Figure 5: Measured forces for Domex 420 at different clearances and clamp con-
figurations. Upper curves show y-force and lower curves show x-force.

Figure 6: Measured forces for Hardox 400 at different clearances and clamp con-
figurations. Upper curves show y-force and lower curves show x-force.
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Figure 7: Measured forces for SUB 280 at different clearances and clamp configu-
rations. Upper curves show y-force and lower curves show x-force.

Figures 8, 9 and 10 show the clearance changes between tool shear edges.
Common for almost all combinations of material, clearance and clamping
configuration, are small clearance changes after an initial stabilizing phase,
below 0.5 mm of y-displacement. By correlating the clearance changes to
respective force graph in figures 5, 6 and 7, the initial clearance change can
be related to initial build-up of y-force. Also common for all measurements
is larger clearance increase or smaller clearance decrease for experiments
with one clamp relative two clamps.

Growing plastic zone, material hardening, area reduction and changed
contact conditions, are all contributing to the characteristics of the obtained
force curves. FE simulations are applied in order to reveal contact forces on
the different tool zones defined in figure 11. Since the friction coefficient is
an element of uncertainty in the experiments, all simulations are performed
at three different friction coefficients, 0.05, 0.10 and 0.15. Figures 12 and 13
show the separated contact forces for the one clamped and two clamped
case respectively. Evidently, the major part of the total force is transmitted
close to the tool radius in the normal direction of the contact surface.
Due to nonlinear process conditions, the normal forces are also effected
by changes in friction coefficient. The plateaus in x-force curves seen for
zones 3 and 5, indicate sliding contact, and the reversed sign of forces imply
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Figure 8: Measured clearance change at shear tools edges for Domex 420 at dif-
ferent clearances and clamp configurations.

Figure 9: Measured clearance change at shear tools edges for Hardox 400 at dif-
ferent clearances and clamp configurations.
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Figure 10: Measured clearance change at shear tools edges for SUB 280 at different
clearances and clamp configurations.

reversed relative movement. Moreover, the observed decrease in zone 3 x-
force combined with the steadily increased zone 1 force after the initial tool
displacement without zone 1 contact, gives the characteristic dip in total
x-force, most pronounced in the two clamped case.

For total error estimation and repeatability check, duplicate experi-
ments are done at some clearances. Figures 14, 15 and 16 show resulting
forces for the three materials. Reshimming of the shear tools between the
experiments, is the reason for one or two hundreds of a millimeter variation
in clearance. While the deviations in forces for Hardox 400 are close to the
1 % experimental set-up error range, determined in [5], force deviations for
Domex 420 and SUB 280 are up to 5 %. All force deviations are mostly
parallel deviations over the entire shearing.

Images of all sheared edges, are captured in the z-direction and shown
in figures 17, 18 and 19. Some of the images show a dark shadow-like ex-
tension of the strip as an optical effect when some part of the lens captures
an unfocused image down the sheared edge. For each sheared edge, the
y-axis projection of rollover and shear zones as defined in figure 1, are mea-
sured on the inner sheet strip end, i.e. the clamped side in the one clamped
configuration, see figures 3 and 4, and presented in tables 3, 4 and 5. In
addition, the tables present the plastic zone size, measured as x-axis projec-
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Figure 11: Schematic representation of defined sheet strip to tool contact zones.

Table 3: Rollover, shear and plastic zones sizes for Domex 420.
one clamp two clamps

0.35 mm 0.64 mm 1.07 mm 0.35 mm 0.64 mm 1.07 mm

Rollover [mm] 0.7 0.8 1.0 0.8 0.8 1.0
Shear zone [mm] 1.3 1.6 2.4 1.8 1.7 1.6
Plastic zone [mm] 2.6 ± 0.5 3.6 ± 0.5 3.7 ± 0.5 3.0 ± 0.5 3.0 ± 0.5 4.0 ± 0.5

tion of the rollover. According to FE-simulations, maximum plastic depth
in the x-direction is found on the sheets rollover surface. Due to asymptotic
appearance of the rollover, uncertainties in the plastic zone measurements
are much larger than in rollover and shear zone measurements. While the
rollover and plastic zones always increase in size with increased clearance,
the shear zone size decreases with the exception of one clamped shears of
Domex 420. With the applied measurement method, rollover and plastic
zone size changes from the two different clamping configurations are in-
distinguishable, while the shear zone changes are measurable but without
clear trends.

Shearing with only one clamp results in an additional plastic defor-
mation of the free strip end outside the burr, where the contact force is
concentrated. That deformed zone, reflects the maximum angle between
the strip and the shear tool before fracture.
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Figure 12: Simulated contact force components for the one clamp configuration,
separated in various zones (defined in figure 11) of the sheet strip to tool contact.
Each subplot shows results at three different friction coefficients μ. For the total
y-component and zone 3 y-component, the initial, almost linear, rise from zero
force is hidden to allow an equal force span of 50 kN in all subplots.
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Figure 13: Simulated contact force components for the two clamps configuration,
separated in various zones (defined in figure 11) of the sheet strip to tool contact.
Each subplot shows results at three different friction coefficients μ. For the total
y-component and zone 3 y-component, the initial, almost linear, rise from zero
force is hidden to allow an equal force span of 50 kN in all subplots.
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Figure 14: Measured forces from repeated experiments on Domex 420 at 0.64 mm
(13 %) clearance. Upper curves show y-force and lower curves show x-force.

Figure 15: Measured forces from repeated experiments on Hardox 400 at 1.07 mm
(18 %) clearance. Upper curves show y-force and lower curves show x-force.
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Figure 16: Measured forces from repeated experiments on SUB 280 at 0.64 mm
(11 %) clearance. Upper curves show y-force and lower curves show x-force.

Table 4: Rollover, shear and plastic zones sizes for Hardox 400.
one clamp two clamps

0.64 mm 1.07 mm 1.44 mm 0.64 mm 1.07 mm 1.44 mm

Rollover [mm] 0.4 0.5 0.7 0.4 0.5 0.7
Shear zone [mm] 1.6 1.3 1.3 1.3 1.2 0.9
Plastic zone [mm] 1.8 ± 0.5 1.8 ± 0.5 2.4 ± 0.5 2.0 ± 0.5 2.2 ± 0.5 2.8 ± 0.5

Table 5: Rollover, shear and plastic zones sizes for SUB 280.
one clamp two clamps

0.42 mm 0.64 mm 0.42 mm 0.64 mm

Rollover [mm] 1.0 1.2 1.0 1.2
Shear zone [mm] 2.6 2.4 4.0 2.5
Plastic zone [mm] 4.0 ± 0.5 4.2 ± 0.5 3.8 ± 0.5 4.2 ± 0.5
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(1,1) (1,2) (1,3) (1,4)

(2,1) (2,2) (2,3) (2,4)

(3,1) (3,2) (3,3) (3,4)

Figure 17: Images of Domex 420 edges taken in the z-direction. Images from shear-
ing with increased clearance from 0.35 mm (7 %) to 0.64 mm (13 %) to 1.07 mm
(22 %) are shown in rows 1, 2 and 3 respectively. Further, columns 1 and 2 show
strip ends from the one clamp configuration where images in column 1 show the
free end. Columns 3 and 4 show the strip ends from shearing with two clamps.

For the clamped strip end in one clamped shears, edge geometry is
similar to the two clamped edge geometry. Meantime, the x-force is some-
times over 100 % larger in the one clamped case compared to the double
clamped, and thus, edge geometry is an inappropriate measure of the stress
state during shearing.

In terms of increased yield and tensile strength in the order SUB 280,
Domex 420 and Hardox 400, the tendency is decreased size of rollover, shear
and plastic zones with increased material strength.

4 Discussion
Sources to clearance change in the experiments are rigid body displace-
ment of the two inner shear tools relative the two outer, strut elastic length
change and rotation of tools. For reference, the strut elastic shortening is
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(1,1) (1,2) (1,3) (1,4)

(2,1) (2,2) (2,3) (2,4)

(3,1) (3,2) (3,3) (3,4)

Figure 18: Images of Hardox 400 edges taken in the z-direction. Images from shear-
ing with increased clearance from 0.64 mm (11 %) to 1.07 mm (18 %) to 1.44 mm
(24 %) are shown in rows 1, 2 and 3 respectively. Further, columns 1 and 2 show
strip ends from the one clamp configuration where images in column 1 show the
free end. Columns 3 and 4 show the strip ends from shearing with two clamps.

7 μm at 40 kN x-force. The optically measured total tool movement is sep-
arated in mass center x- and y-translations and rotation around the z-axis.
When shearing Domex 420 and SUB 280, the clearance decrease originating
from rotations are less than 10 μm and clearance change in figures 8 and 10,
must be mostly rigid body displacement of the two inner tools relative the
two outer. Shearing of Hardox 400 results in larger rotations, in the region
of 0.1 mrad, which causes approximately 50 μm decrease in clearance at tool
edges and significantly influences the total clearance change in figure 9. The
rotations originate from larger y-force to x-force ratio than used in the ex-
perimental set-up design to determine x-position relative pipe center for
the shear tools. Through repositioning of the shear tool, the experiment
can be adjusted for another force ratio, but here, the shear tool position
suitable for the medium strength material Domex 420, is used for shearing
all three material grades.
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(2,1) (2,2) (2,3) (2,4)

Figure 19: Images of Domex 420 edges taken in the z-direction. Images from
shearing with increased clearance from 0.42 mm (7 %) to 0.64 mm (11 %) are shown
in rows 1 and 2 respectively. Further, columns 1 and 2 show strip ends from the
one clamp configuration where images in column 1 show the free end. Columns 3
and 4 show the strip ends from shearing with two clamps.

Despite a well defined experiment and accurate measurements, there are
force deviations between repeated experiments as shown in figures 14, 15
and 16, that must originate from variations in the sheared sheet strips.
Thickness variations measured and presented in table 2, cannot result in
force changes of the magnitude measured. Uncertainties remaining are local
variations in sheet mechanical properties and friction in the sheet to shear
tool contact. From the perturbation analyses in [5], force changes as result
of change in friction coefficient appear mostly as change in x-force while
the present measured deviations are largest in y-force and mostly parallel
over the entire shearing. Hence, variations in sheet mechanical properties
are the most probable explanation to the measured force deviations.

Shearing of Domex 420 with 1.07 mm clearance and one clamp, results
in large penetration before fracture as compared to other Domex 420 ex-
periments. Expressed relative the sheet thickness, 1.07 mm clearance is
over 20 % and apparently too large for the material grade and clamping
configuration.

With larger x-force and rotation of the free end in one clamped shears,
the remaining material between the shear tools experience large tensile
stress and shear stress is introduced in the xz-plane at the tool radius.
Large shear stress may increase the chance for mode II fractures on the
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edge. Edge cracks in combination with a following rolling operation is a
problem, especially for soft materials, and is discussed in [9]. According
to simulations in figure 12 and 13, zone 1 and 2 x-forces are larger for the
one clamped case, except for the first 0.5 mm and possibly the last 0.5 mm
in the simulations. At around 1 mm tool y-displacement, a lower x-force
is also seen for zone 3. With the above arguments, mode II edge cracks
should be suppressed with clamping of both sides.

5 Conclusions
Based on the experimental shear study and some aid of FE simulations,
the following conclusions can be made:

• With one side of the sheet strip unclamped, x-forces are increased
and y-forces are decreased as compared to the dual clamped case.

• There is a clear trend for increased maximum y-force with decreased
clearance.

• During shearing, the clearance is stable and the small existent clear-
ance changes are measured.

• The characteristic dip in x-force is an effect of continuously changed
contact conditions.

• Both the rollover and the plastic zone increase in size with increased
clearance.

In more general terms, results from the study are promising for use in
validation of numerical shear models.
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